Should the post-coital test (PCT) be part of the routine fertility work-up?
This study aimed to determine whether medical history and semen analysis can predict the result of the post-coital test (PCT). A previously reported data set of Dutch patients collected between 1985 and 1993 was used. Our study was limited to just patients with an ovulatory cycle. Data were complete for medical history, semen analysis and PCT. We performed logistic regression analysis to evaluate whether these factors could predict the result of the PCT (PCT model). Furthermore, we evaluated the additional contribution of the PCT in the prediction of treatment-independent pregnancy (pregnancy model). Thirty-four percent (179 out of 522) had an abnormal PCT. The PCT model contained previous pregnancy [odds ratio (OR) 2.1; 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.3-3.5], semen volume (OR 0.88; 95% CI 0.77-0.99), sperm concentration (OR 0.96; 95% CI 0.94-0.97), sperm motility (OR 0.97; 95% CI 0.96-0.98) and sperm morphology (OR 2.7; 95% CI 1.2-6.8). The area under the ROC curve of the model was 0.81. In the pregnancy model, the result of the actual PCT could be replaced by the predicted result of the PCT model in about half of the couples, without compromising its predictive capacity. The medical history and semen analysis can predict the result of the PCT in approximately 50% of the subfertile couples with a regular cycle, without compromising its potential to predict pregnancy.